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About Us
At TYT Coffee Company we ensure you receive the knowledge and products necessary to
succeed in the competitive and growing coffee industry.
TYT Coffee Company was launched on the 27th November 2019 and is one of the premier
specialty commercial coffee machine trader in Delhi/NCR with a passion of having the
best services quality.
We have an incredible staff of skilled and knowledgeable employees who work with us
diligently to make sure we do everything in our power to meet your needs.
Outstanding Coffee: We buy the finest Arabica/Robasta and organic grade specialty
coffees from Chikmagalur in Karnataka which is covered with huge mountain ranges.
These coffees are cupped and re-cupped throughout the purchasing, roasting, and
packaging process to ensure that you are always getting the best quality possible.
Competitive Pricing: We take every precaution to ensure our pricing is competitive and
as stable as market conditions will allow. We believe strongly that great coffee still needs
to be competitively priced so independent coffee shop owners and specialty retailers can
sustain their businesses long term.

Our Vision and Mission Statement
VISION
To become one of Indian leading multinational company in coffee industry .

MISSION
1. Developing and nurturing talents into top class professionals.
2. Building solid corporate image and branding .
3. Establishing network and relationship with key stakeholders across the world.
4. To be the most valuable listed coffee company in Indian Stock Exchange.
5. Implementing IT based innovation approach.

Our Corporate Values
INTEGRITY
Honest, trustworthy, and fairness for a sustainable relationship.
INNOVATION
Create new and creative ideas for improvement.
TRUST
Accepting the duties and responsibilities provided by the team.
SYNERGY
Able to cooperate and support each other.
PROFESIONALISM
Responsibility and Commitment to continuous improvement .
SMART
Think and Respond Rapidly on Decision Making .
EXCEL
Maximum effort to achieve the highest performance.

Complementing our services with coffee machines

Hotel, restaurant and café is one of the
fastest growing sector in India. Driven by
growth of middle class, new coffee shops,
corporate culture are being opened by
aspiring entrepreneurs and restaurant
chains are in boom
Complementing our expertise in providing
roasted coffee beans, we also supply various
coffee machines to hotel, restaurant and
café

Promoters
Name:
Santosh Kumar Yadav

Education:
Bachelor of commerce

Experience:
Having more then 10 year's experience in coffee vending
industry, specially HORECA segment, Back Office and
Logistic Mangement.

Name:
Amit Shrinet

Education:
MBA marketing and IT

Experience:
Having more then 12 year's experience in sales and
marketing of various Products and services for North
location.
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TYT AGRO INDIA LLP,
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